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Do you believe that, for
consumers, visibility of
roaming spend is:

From your perspective as a user what is the most
readily available source of wifi access outside of the
home or office in your market?

respondents
60.9%

49.8%
Amenity

(café, shop, mall, stadium etc)

27.4%

11.5%

5.9%

5.4%

Mobile
operator

Fixed
operator

Specialist
wifi provider

Open
residential
access
points

24.5%
14.6%

5.5%

11.2%

12.2%

Less important As important More important
than amount
as amount
than amount
spent?
spent?
spent?

21.6%

How likely is it that operators
in your market will use shared
spectrum (licensed shared
access/authorised shared
access/white space, etc)
for some of their capacity in
the next five years?
(1 – 7, where 1 is highly unlikely
and 7 is highly likely)

10.8%

16.9%

21.9%
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Which business model do you think is best for operators
partnering with OTTs and other players in the digital
ecosystem?
24.6%

25.6%

Wholesale

Retail

50.1%
Revenue share with OTT

Which platform(s) should operators use to make these
capabilities available to OTTs and other partners?
16.2%

17.7%

Only through industry-wide
Only through their own B2B
initiatives such as the GSMA's collaboration platform, enabling
OneAPI Exchange?
partners to create mash-up
services?

66.1%
Both

more than one fifth
of operators expect
to introduce a big
data initiative in 2014
For which roaming services (not within the EU) will
operators be able to charge a premium over the next
five years?

61.0%

Guaranteed QoS for LTE data

38.6%

Tiered throughput for LTE data

45.9%

Application-specific data

SMS
MMS
Legacy voice services

13.3%
9.3%
19.5%

respondents have a total of

experience in the industry
sponsored by

published by
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Operator landscape............................................ 02

LTE roaming................................................................. 23

Innovation in pricing and charging, the re-emergence of multiplay,
key competitive challenges and looming sector regulation: we look at
the issues facing operators in 2014.

LTE roaming is key to the progress of the latest cellular network
standard but price premiums for the service are not guaranteed.

Big Data.......................................................................... 07

The mass migration of enterprise IT into the cloud is expanding the
range of options open to operators as they look to refine and
redefine their BSS environments.

Moving on from the Cloud focus, we look at how operators are using
Big Data to boost revenues and capabilities.

BSS...................................................................................... 29

OTT partnerships..................................................... 11

Indoor LTE coverage............................................ 34

From competing with OTT players to a true belief in the benefits of
partnership, we look at how operators might collaborate more
effectively with OTT players.

In this section we looked at LTE on a much smaller scale; specifically
its deployment and performance for indoor coverage.

Carrier wifi.................................................................. 16
Wifi is the dominant means of data connection for smartphone and
tablet users and we look at how operators can best exploit this
essential connection.

EDITORIAL

Welcome to the Telecoms.com
Intelligence Industry Survey 2014
If you wanted to communicate with
someone who wasn’t face to face with
you 30,000 years ago, in the late Stone
Age, your best bet was probably cave
painting. In human terms, at least, 30,000
years is an awfully long time—so the fact
that respondents to the second annual
Telecoms.com Intelligence Global Industry
Survey have, between them, 29,767 years’
of experience in the industry is striking.
That’s a lot of expertise; the average
length of industry service among our
respondents was 14 years.
With close on 2,100 responses, among
which were almost 800 operator respondents representing more than 300
individual opcos, this year’s survey, which
was completed in December and January,
drew an even greater level of response
from the industry than last year’s.
Surprises are what one tends to look
for when examining the results of surveys
such as this and there were several that
stood out. Take regulation: in our CEO
interview on page 12, Telekom Austria’s
Hannes Ametsreiter characterises regulation as the greatest challenge faced
by operators in Europe. But the survey
revealed a more even-handed assessment
of the work of Neelie Kroes than we might
have anticipated.
Almost one third of operators even expressed their belief that there should be
increased regulation around the provision
of indoor cellular coverage.
Nonetheless, regulatory pressure on
pricing was clearly identified by operator
respondents as the biggest challenge facing
mobile network operators over the next
five years, followed by competitive pressure
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from OTTs and spectrum availability. The
industry as a whole saw operators’ principal
challenge as the OTT threat, however.
There remains a huge amount of enthusiasm for OTT/operator partnerships but
the survey highlighted a number of challenges to their successful establishment.
Business model, lack of commitment, lack
of understanding and IT complexity must
all be addressed, the survey suggested,
if operators and OTTs are to strike deals
that yield truly mutual benefits.
The survey was wide-ranging in scope.
We asked the industry about operators’
big data strategies, the evolution of
LTE roaming, ongoing migration of BSS
solutions into the cloud, operators use
of wifi and multiplay strategies, among
other issues. The benefits and challenges
associated with each of these areas of
operator focus emerged clearly, with
customer retention and experience among
the dominant concerns throughout.
I hope you’ll find much of interest in the
results from the survey. Over the coming
weeks there will be a number of webinars
on Telecoms.com that explore the results
in more depth, so keep an eye out for the
schedule. And, as always, please contact
us should you have anything to add to the
discussion.

mike@telecoms.com
www.twitter.com/TelecomsHibberd
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European Commissioner Neelie Kroes has
suggested that her telecoms reform package will
create opportunities for both large, international
operators and smaller, local or specialist players
alike—but respondents to the Telecoms.com
Intelligence Survey were not convinced.

Key takeaways:

We asked respondents for their opinions on a
number of statements related to Kroes’ proposals,
some of which have been voiced by Kroes herself
and some by her critics. A good proportion of
those responses strongly suggested that Kroes’
reforms will benefit the consumer but not the
industry.

• Network quality, service pricing and
customer service are seen to be the three
most dominant means of competitive
differentiation among mobile operators.

• 60 per cent of operators believe regulatory
pressure on pricing to be a serious threat
to business.
• 55 per cent of operators believe shared
data tariffs will be important in the future.

About Telecoms.com Intelligence:
Telecoms.com Intelligence is the industry research offering from the leading news and analysis portal for the global telecoms industry.
With over 80,000 unique monthly visitors and more than 70,000 registrations to our webinar platform, Telecoms.com has access to executive opinion
of unrivalled breadth and depth. That opinion needs context and our editorial team excels at transforming raw data into insight and analysis. And with
a variety of print and digital channels, including Mobile Communications International magazine, we can drive unbeatable awareness of our findings.
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Operating issues
Innovation in pricing
and charging, the
re-emergence of the
multiplay offering, the key
competitive challenges
facing mobile operators
and looming sector
regultion in Europe were
among the topics on
which we questioned
respondents in a bid to
understand the issues
facing operators in 2014.

One of the dominant narratives

to Kroes’ proposals, some of

age will create “a predictable

in the European telecommu-

which have been voiced by

investment environment and in-

nications sector in 2014, the

Kroes herself and some by

centives to shift to sustainable

influence of which will also be

her critics. Respondents were

business models.” Only 22.9

felt beyond the continent, will

asked to rate the strength of

per cent of respondents voiced

be European Commissioner

their agreement or disagree-

strong agreement with this,

Neelie Kroes’ ongoing drive for

ment on a scale of one to

with more than half remaining

greater regional harmonisation.

seven, where one represented

neutral or disagreeing.

Wider in scope than the populist

‘strongly disagree’ and seven

assault on international roam-

‘strongly agree’.
Kroes has suggested that

of the package, however, when

so much attention, but stopping

her reform package will create

it came to Kroes’ assertion that

short of introducing the super-

opportunities for both large,

it will enable greater invest-

regulator that some had feared,

international operators and

ment in new networks. 30.8

the single telecoms market

smaller, local or specialist

per cent of respondents gave

proposal is controversial.

players alike—but respondents

this a six or seven agreement

were not convinced. Almost

rating. More than 35 per cent,

survey for their opinions on a

half disagreed that the pack-

meanwhile, were similarly con-

number of statements related

age will benefit smaller players,

vinced by Kroes’ vision that her

with only 18.6 per cent rating

reforms will make the European

their agreement as six or

telecoms sector more interna-

seven on the scale—which we

tionally competitive.

We asked respondents to the

shall describe as the strongest

5.5%

11.2%

12.2%

21.6%

How likely is it that operators
in your market will use shared
spectrum (licensed shared
access/authorised shared
access/white space, etc)
for some of their capacity in
the next five years?
(1 – 7, where 1 is highly unlikely
and 7 is highly likely)

21.9%
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that external investment in the

response to the statement

European sector will increase,

that the package will benefit

while operators’ objections

larger operators: 38 per cent

to Kroes’ intervention over

of respondents gave this the

international roaming charges

strongest agreement rating.

clearly persist. More than one

Indeed smaller players might

10.8%

quarter of respondents (and 30

find themselves the focus of

per cent of operator respon-

renewed bids for consolida-

dents) felt strongly that short

tion. More than 45 per cent of

term investment is threatened

respondents gave the strongest

by the reduction of roaming

agreement rating to the sugges-

revenue streams.

tion that the package will drive

16.9%

There was less conviction

rating. Compare this with the

Related to this, and illustrat-

more international consolida-

ing the challenge in devising

tion. A smaller but nonetheless

a regulatory policy that both

significant proportion, 37.9 per

supports industry and protects

cent, gave the same rating to

consumers, 30.4 per cent of re-

the suggestion that more in-

spondents (and 34.6 per cent of

market consolidation will follow

operator respondents) strongly

in the wake of the package.

agreed that Kroes’ reforms will

In a speech delivered last
year Kroes said that the pack-
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The results swayed in favour

ing charges that has won Kroes

benefit the consumer but not
the industry.
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60%

of operators believe regulatory pressure on
pricing to be a serious threat to their business
the next five years there was

operator respondents giving this

no means illustrated a lack of

This section of the survey by

a marked difference between

a high rating for severity.

support for the work of Neelie

overall responses and operator

Kroes; if anything the industry

responses taken in isolation.

is more open to her plans than

A greater number of operator
respondents, 47.4 per cent,

The most serious challenge

also gave the cost of infrastruc-

we might have expected. It is not

mobile operators face accord-

ture investment a high severity

surprising that operators should

ing to respondents overall is the

rating than respondents overall,

feel more strongly about certain

competitive threat from OTT

41.4 per cent of whom rated it

of her campaigns, however, par-

players, with 49.9 per cent of re-

as such. As illustrated in the

ticularly those that seek to have

spondents rating rating this six or

table, the only challenge for

a direct impact on revenues.

seven on a one-to-seven scale of

which the two groups agreed

Indeed when we asked

severity. Operators themselves,

a ranking was ‘limitations of

respondents to rate a num-

however, judged regulatory pres-

network technology’, which was

ber of challenges that moblie

sure on pricing to be the biggest

considered the least severe

operators are likely to face over

threat, with almost 60 per cent of

across the board.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements related to Neelie Kroes’ plans for
a single European telecoms market?
(Percentage of respondents that rated their agreement six or seven on a one-to-seven scale where seven represented ‘Strongly agree’.)

Create a predictable investment environment and
incentives to shift to sustainable business models
Increase non-European investment
in the sector

22.9%
19.6%

Enable greater investment in new
networks

30.8%

Endanger short term investment through
the removal of roaming revenues

27.9%
30.4%

Benefit the consumer but not the industry
Make Europe’s telco sector more globally
competitive
Benefit smaller operators
Benefit larger operators

35.2%
18.6%
38.6%
45.7%

Drive more international consolidation
Drive more in-market consolidation

04
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What will be the greatest challenges faced by mobile operators over the next five
years? (Percentage of respondents who ranked the challenge 6 or 7 on a 1 – 7 scale where 7 = extremely challenging)
Rank	Overall respondents

% six and seven	Operator respondents

1

OTT competitive pressure

49.9

59.2

Regulatory pressure on pricing

2

Availability of spectrum

47.2

52.7

OTT competitive pressure

3

Regulatory pressure on pricing

45.3

48.2

Availability of spectrum

4

Inter-operator competitive pressure

41.7

47.4

Cost of infrastructure investment

5

Cost of infrastructure investment

41.4

44.8

Inter-operator competitive pressure

6

Limitations of network technology

17.0

16.7

Limitations of network technology

Availability of spectrum was
widely viewed as a serious
challenge and a majority of

What are the three most dominant means of competitive
differentiation among the mobile operators in your market?

respondents indicated that
shared spectrum strategies

65.1%

Network quality

(licenced shared access/authorised shared access/white
space, etc) would likely be used

58%

Service pricing

by operators in their markets
to meet some of their capacity
five years. More than half of
respondents agreed with this,
with 32.8 per cent indicating

33.9%

Customer service

requirements within the next

Simplicity/
transparency of offering

strong agreement. More than
one quarter of respondents
felt that this would not happen,
however.
The importance of spectrum holdings was also made
apparent in a question that
asked respondents to identify
the three dominant forms of

31.2%

Price innovation
Integrated/multiplay
offerings
Service innovation

30%
22.2%
19.4%

Device pricing

18.5%

Content partnerships

8.3%

competitive differentiation
employed by mobile operators
in the market where they live.
Network quality emerged as the
most popular, selected by 65.1

Telecoms.com Intelligence Industry Survey 2014

Cross-vertical benefits

4.3%
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55%

of operators believe shared data
tariffs will be important in the future

Rate the future importance of the following pricing/charging
strategies. (1 – 7, where 1 is not at all important and 7 is extremely important)

per cent of respondents, followed by service pricing (58.0
per cent) and customer service/
CRM (37.3 per cent).

1.8%

Shared data tariffs (single person multi device)

Pricing innovation and
simplicity/transparency of of-

4.6% 7.4%

11.6%

20.6%

32.4%

21.6%

fering were selected by 30 and
31.2 per cent of respondents
respectively while content or

1.7%

Shared data tariffs (multi person multi device)
5.9%

10.8%

19.3%

22.5%

other vertical partnerships had

25.4%

14.4%

a poor showing, each selected
by less than ten per cent of
respondents.
Pricing innovation and

2.7%

Separation of device cost from service cost
7.8%

13.4%

21.2%

21.7%

charging strategies have con21.7%

11.5%

tinued to gain in importance
for operators, particularly
mobile operators. We asked
respondents to rate a number
of charging models for their

3.2%

Real time top ups for postpaid users

future importance.
7.5%

11.2%

22.6%

23.1%

21.1%

11.1%

As we might have expected
given their current popularity, shared data tariffs were
viewed as the most important.

3.3%

Application specific pricing
8.4%

10.8%

19.7%

26.1%

But tariffs that allow single
21.1%

10.6%

users to split allowance over a
range of devices were deemed
as most important by a
larger proportion of operator
respondents—55.1 per cent—

3.0%

Performance-based, on demand pricing (eg turbo boost)
6.8%

10.5%

18%

23.5%

than tariffs that allow data

25.5%

12.6%

to be shared between people
(such as family plans)—44.0
per cent. The least important
option, according to our re-

3.7%

Tradable usage (gifting/conversion)
10.3%

15.1%

25.9%

22.8%

spondents, was tradable usage
16.4%

5.8%

or gifting, although it was still
given a high importance rating
by more than one quarter of
operator respondents. n

1
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MULTIPLAY
Almost one quarter (23.1 per cent) of operator
respondents to the survey said that an integrated
or multiplay offering was one of the top three
means of differentiation among mobile oprators
in their market. In 2013 we noted a growing belief
among some operators that being able to provide
a full range of communications services—fixed
and mobile, broadband and TV, personal cloud
storage—might be a more compelling proposition
in terms of customer acquisition and retention, than
a single offering.
Respondents were asked to give their reaction to
a number of statements relating to multiplay offerings, rating their agreement or disagreement on a
one to seven scale where seven was strongly agree.
Almost 70 per cent of respondents agreed that
multiplay operators will have achieved significant
advantage over pure play operators within five

years—with 44.2 per cent rating their agreement as
six or seven on the scale. Among operator respondents this rose to 48.6 per cent while of those who
identified their organisation as a multiplay operator
already, 62.4 per cent voiced strong agreement.
As we saw earlier in this section, network quality
is currently viewed as the most important competitive differentiator among mobile operators. But 23.6
per cent of respondents (and 25 per cent of operator
respondents) voiced strong agreement that multiplay
is a more powerful competitive differentiator than
mobile network quality.
This question was one of a number that were intended to give us a sense of the relative importance
of the different elements that comprise a multiplay
offering. More operator respondents (21.3 per cent)
than respondents overall (18.6 per cent) voiced
strong agreement that Pay TV is the most important

element in a multiplay offering.
In a similar vein, 23.7 per cent of operators and
19.3 per cent of respondents overall expressed
strong agreement that mobile service is the least
‘sticky’ element of a multiplay strategy. What’s
more, among those who identified themselves as
working for a mobile operator specifically the same
rating was given by 23.9 per cent.
Indeed more than a quarter of respondents
agreed strongly that, as part of a multiplay strategy,
domestic wifi is more important than the mobile
network.
Finally, the importance of multiplay is likely to
have knock-on effects for equipment suppliers.
More than 70 per cent of respondents agreed—
and half of operators strongly agreed—that the
importance of multiplay will favour vendors with
integrated offerings.

Respondents were asked to give their reaction to a number of statements relating
to multiplay offerings, rating their agreement or disagreement on a one to seven scale
where seven was strongly agree.
6.6% 5.7%

2.6%
6.5%

17.6%

12.6%

17%

9.3%
Operators that offer
Pay TV as well as fixed
mobile broadband have 15.1%
a better proposition
than those that
26.3%
don’t

Multiplay is a more
powerful competitive
differentiator than
mobile network
17.3%
quality
22.2%
18.6%

17.2%

13.8%

Content availability
across a range of
devices is best
managed by a mobile 17.1%
operator

22.6%

4.5%
5.1%

8.1% 6.1%
13.7%

12%
17.9%

Mobile service is the
least 'sticky'
element in a multiplay 15.9%
strategy
21.6%

20.3%

19.9%
1.7%

1.7%
4%

15.2%

8.3%

Multiplay operators
will have achieved
17.9%
significant advantage
over pure play
operators within
28.2%
five years

1

2

3.5%
6.8%

The importance of 16.2%
multiplay for
operators will favour
vendors with
integrated offerings
29.6%

23.9%
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Domestic wifi is
more important in
a multiplay strategy 16.9%
than the
mobile network

19.1%

22%

18.7%

16%

13%

Pay TV is the most
important
element in a multiplay 17.8%
offering
22.5%

22.5%

6.6% 5.7%
17.9%

5.4% 5.4%
13.2%

3

4

5

6

26.9%

7
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big data

The majority of industry respondents believe it
is more important for operators to harness the
power of Big Data to drive new revenues streams
externally than to drive efficiencies internally.
By 2016, almost every operator to which Big Data
is relevant should have embarked upon their
strategy with a view to bringing greater
advantages in customer retention, segmentation
and targeting as well as network planning and
optimisation.

Key takeaways:
• 80 per cent of operators will have a Big
Data strategy in place by 2016.
• 60 per cent of operators see customer
retention as a key application for Big Data.
• The greatest challenge to bringing Big
Data projects to fruition is poor
inter-departmental communication.

About Telecoms.com Intelligence:
Telecoms.com Intelligence is the industry research offering from the leading news and analysis portal for the global telecoms industry.
With over 80,000 unique monthly visitors and more than 70,000 registrations to our webinar platform, Telecoms.com has access to executive opinion
of unrivalled breadth and depth. That opinion needs context and our editorial team excels at transforming raw data into insight and analysis. And with
a variety of print and digital channels, including Mobile Communications International magazine, we can drive unbeatable awareness of our findings.

big data

Big challenges for Big Data
Moving on from last
year’s questions about
the Cloud, we were keen
to learn how operators
intend to make use of
Big Data to boost their
revenues and capabilities.

In last year’s industry survey

ness the power of Big Data to

strategies in place it is clearly

over 80 per cent of respondents

drive new revenue streams

on the agenda; 22.2 per cent of

said they expected operators to

externally than it is to turn it

operators said introduction of

own their own cloud infrastruc-

to the advantage of their own

such an initiative was planned

ture by 2015, with over 90 per

internal operations. Yet when

for this year and ten per cent

cent expecting operators to be

questioned in more depth about

said one was planned for 2015.

selling cloud services within the

their Big Data strategy, the

Just over nine per cent of

same time frame. Over the past

spread of responses suggested

operator respondents said there

year there has been a great

a real ambiguity in the purpose

were no plans in place at all.

deal of activity in this area—and

of such an initiative.

not a little hype—indicating that

Almost a quarter of opera-

So by 2016, if our respondents are right, around 80 per

these expectations were on

tors said that their organisa-

cent of operators and two thirds

the money. This year we chose

tion has Big Data initiatives

of the industry will have a Big

to make our cloud focus more

in place for addressing both

Data strategy in place. How-

granular and cast a searching

internal and external oppor-

ever, this means 20 per cent of

eye over Big Data initiatives in

tunities. Twelve per cent of

operators either don’t plan to

the telecoms sector.

respondents said there was

introduce a Big Data initiative

an internally focused Big Data

or don’t see it as applicable to

found that around 60 per cent

strategy in place and ten per

their business.

of operators—and a similar

cent an initiative focused on

proportion of the industry at

external revenue streams.

From the responses we

large—believe that it is more
important for telcos to har-

Among those operators that

tion of last year’s survey focused

do not currently have Big Data

on the cloud, so it might be that,

Which of the following statements reflects your company’s
big data strategy? (operators only)
We already have a big data initiative
in place to drive internal improvements
We already have a big data initiative
in place to drive new external
revenue streams

This figure dovetails nicely
with the findings from the sec-

with Big Data and cloud initiatives often going hand in hand,
there is a ten to 20 per cent
chunk of the operator sector to
which these technologies are

10.1%

still not thought to be relevant.
In terms of the benefits Big

9.4%

Data could bring to operators,
respondents identified customer retention and segmentation/

We already have a big data initiative
in place to address both internal
and external opportunities

20.2%

targeting as the clear leaders.
Respondents were asked to
rank a number of potential ben-

We expect to introduce a big data
initiative in 2014

15.5%

efits on a scale of one to seven
where seven represented very
high potential benefit. Almost

We expect to introduce a big data
initiative in 2015

8.3%

60 per cent of operators and 55
per cent of respondents overall
ranked customer retention as

No plans / not applicable

Telecoms.com Intelligence Industry Survey 2014

36.5%

six or seven on this scale, with
segmentation/targeting draw-
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Proportion of respondents who rated the following applications of Big Data
six or seven out of seven for potential benefit to operators
49%

Network optimisation
Network planning

47.3%
52.3%

Segmentation/targeting
Customer retention

55%
41.5%

Customer acquisition

44.4%

Upselling/internal promotions

35.6%

3rd party advertising/marketing

36.7%

Revenue assurance

39%

Fraud management
ing the same response from

third party advertising and

cent of operators. This echoes

wider industry, was software de-

52.3 per cent of respondents.

marketing were seen as having

discussions that we had with

velopment, which as can be seen

Upselling and internal promo-

the least potential out of all

industry pundits over 2013, in

from the chart overleaf was bro-

tions were seen as the third

the options in this section.

which some players suggested

ken out into three sub-categories.

most beneficial application of

Just 31.2 per cent of operator

that network complexity rather

The areas where they were most

Big Data by operator respon-

respondents gave this a high

than bandwidth might fast

highly rated were data warehous-

dents, with 47.3 per cent giving

rating for potential. This is per-

be becoming the barrier to

ing, data collection and IT project

this a high rating.

haps a reflection on the more

network growth.

management/integration.

What percentage of an operator’s IT budget should be dictated by big data in 2014?
Up to 10%

10% - 20%

20% - 30%

34.8%

39%

18.4%

By using big data to optimise

cautious attitude of the busi-

Respondents were then

Clearly, operators have greater

their own processes and

ness world at large in the wake

asked to rate operators one to

faith in their capabilities than the

improve quality of service, op-

of several privacy scandals

seven for their expertise in cer-

wider industry, particularly when

erators will already be building

during 2013 and the effects of

tain areas of Big Data project

we bear in mind that the overall

a platform that could enable

the NSA PRISM revelations.

management and operators

responses contain the higher

rated themselves more favour-

than average operator responses.

them to explore new busi-

The application of Big Data

ness opportunities. But it was

for network planning and

ably than the wider industry in

interesting to note that, despite

optimisation was also seen as

every category.

more interest in Big Data as

a key initiative, given a high

a driver of external revenues

ranking by 49 per cent of re-

were seen as least skilled, by

IT budget that should be dictated

than internal improvements,

spondents overall and 46.9 per

themselves as well as by the

by Big Data activities in 2014. 36
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The area in which operators

7.8%

There was an almost even split
between operator respondents
with regards to the percentage of
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Proportion of respondents who rated the following areas of Big Data operator
expertise six or seven
17%

Data science
– statistical modelling, analytics

20.9%
25.1%

Data warehousing

31.7%
26%

Data collection
from multiple sources

30.3%
15.7%

Software development
– distributed file systems

19%
17.2%

Software development – databases
for structured and unstructured data

19%
15.4%

Software development
– Application coding

17.7%
26.8%

IT project management /
integration skills

31.3%
Total

Operators

per cent would allocate up to ten

was felt to be fragmentation in

A multitude of key benefits have

challenges to be overcome if Big

per cent and 37 per cent up to

data sources, with 42.5 per cent

been identified but we have yet to

Data is to deliver on its promises,

20 per cent. Again the numbers

of operator respondents giving it

see any killer applications for the

both the carriers and the industry

fairly closely matched the wider

a high rating.

technology. While it’s roundly ac-

at large are painfully aware of the

knowledged that there are a lot of

sticking points. n

industry responses.
There was a significant drop

Lack of resource was seen as
the next biggest challenge by

in users expecting to spend

the operator community, with

more than 20 per cent of the

almost 40 per cent of operators

year’s IT budget, with only half

and the wider industry viewing

as many again looking to spend

it as extremely challenging,

between 20 and 30 per cent

followed by a lack of senior

of budget on Big Data and less

management understanding.

than ten per cent looking to
spend more than 30 per cent.
Yet there are still many
challenges standing in the way

In this section however, the
received a high rating from more

40

than 35 per cent of operators
with many nudging the 40 per

projects to fruition and there was

cent mark. Viewed from the

a small but telling difference in

other side, less than ten per cent

what is considered to be the most

of respondents in both the opera-

awkward of those challenges.

tor and wider industry camps saw

Whereas the greatest chal-

50

key takeaway is that all questions

of operators bringing Big Data

lenge as viewed by the wider in-

Proportion of respondents who rated
the following challenges in bringing Big
Data projects to fruition six or seven out
of seven

38.9%

36.9%

38.8%

40.6%
37%
33.1%

30

20

any of these challenges as “Not
at all challenging”.

dustry was poor Interdepartmen-

Clearly Big Data is high on the

tal communication—which 41 per

agenda, with almost half of opera-

cent rated six or seven on a one

tors already operating a Big Data

to seven scale of severity—among

initiative and a further 30 per cent

operators the biggest obstacle

looking to roll one out by 2016.
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0
Lack of senior Lack of
management resource
understanding

Fragmentation No defined
in data
internal
sources
leadership
for project

Lack of
Poor
data interdepartmental
analytics communication
tools/skills
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ot t partnership s

This year’s survey reaffirmed the 2013 finding that
there is value for operators in partnering with OTT
players and others in the digital ecosystem. In total,
92 per cent of respondents (and 93 per cent of
operator respondents) said they believed that this
was the case.
Yet operators expressed cautious optimism about
the revenue potential of such partnerships and the
survey revealed some of the challenges that they
might face.

Key takeaways:
• 41 per cent think quality of service is the
greatest value an operator can add to an
OTT service.
• The most serious challenge to OTT/
operator partnerships is confusion or
uncertainty over the benefits available
to both parties.
• 50 per cent of respondents felt that a
revenue share would be the best option
for operators striking a partnership with
OTT players.

About AsiaInfo Linkage:
AsiaInfo-Linkage, is a leading provider of high-quality software solutions and IT services to the telecommunications industry. Headquartered in Beijing,
we employ more than 11,500 professionals worldwide. Our core Veris™ product suite includes billing and customer care systems that serve nearly a
billion subscribers globally, plus business intelligence, network management, network security, and OTT and cross-vertical collaboration solutions.
In China we have over 50% market share in Billing, CRM and Business Intelligence and have deployed our BSS solutions with leading operators
throughout Asia. Our recent expansion into Europe has already resulted in a major contract with Telenor ASA (Telenor Group).
Learn more at www.asiainfo-linkage.com

ot t partner ship

Partnering for success
It is extremely difficult
for operators to compete
with OTT service
providers and attention
has now turned to
how these two groups
might more effectively
collaborate. The survey
revealed true belief in the
benefits of partnership
but also highlighted
some potential causes of
disruption.

One of the most emphatic
statistics from last year’s
Telecoms.com survey was that
83 per cent of respondents
believed mobile operators could
and should partner with OTT

60

50

50.7%

players to their mutual benefit.
This perhaps represented a consciously positive approach to
the thorny problem of operator/
OTT competition. Less than half

40

43.5%

39.2%

36.9%

30

30.9%

20

of respondents to the 2013 survey felt that mobile operators
were capable of competing with
OTT players in service innovation and the survey revealed a
general sense within the indus-

10
0

Competitive
advantage
against other
operators

Incremental
revenue
(through
increased
ARPU)

Incremental
Reduced
revenue
competition
(through
from OTTs
OTT payments)

Improved
customer
retention

try of OTTs having established
the upper hand over operators

which was not difficult: 92 per

respondents and 45.3 per cent

in a number of areas.

cent of respondents (and 93 per

of operator respondents.

For the 2014 survey we de-

cent of operator respondents)

There was substantially less

cided to look at how operators

said they believed that there is

belief in the possibility that such

might go about partnering with

value for operators in partner-

partnerships might somehow

OTT players, what they could

ing with OTT players and others

mitigate the competitive threat

offer to them in doing so and

in the digital ecosystem.

that OTTs represent to mobile

the benefits they might be able

Respondents were asked

operators, which is consistent

to derive in return. Respondents

to rate a number of benefits

with the previous year’s findings.

expressed confidence in the

available to operators from

Just under 31 per cent of respon-

potential upsides for operators

such partnerships according

dents (and an identical propor-

and OTTs alike but revealed

to their perceived value on a

tion of operator respondents)

concerns about what we might

scale of one to seven, where

ranked this benefit six or seven.

interpret as a level of inertia on

seven is extremely valuable.

both sides, perhaps exacerbated

The benefits to which the high-

optimism about the revenue

by the technical and relational

est values were attached were

potential of such partnerships.

complexity inherent in structur-

improved customer retention—

Both incremental revenue

ing such partnerships.

more than half of respondents

through increased ARPU and

rated this six or seven on the

incremental revenue through

scale—and an improved com-

payments from OTT players

survey we needed to reaffirm

petitive advantage over other

were ranked six or seven as

the previous year’s enthusiasm

operators, which was given the

benefits by 39.4 per cent of

for the idea of partnership,

same rating by 43.5 per cent of

operator respondents.

In opening this section of the

Telecoms.com Intelligence Industry Survey 2014

Proportion of respondents who rated
the following benefits of OTT partnerships
for operators six or seven out of seven

Operators expressed cautious

13

ot t partner ship

Which business model do you think is best for operators partnering with OTTs and other
players in the digital ecosystem?
24.6%

25.6%

Wholesale

Retail

50.1%
Revenue share with OTT

(OTT pays the operator for the use of the capability) (the end-user pays the operator as part of their subscription)

Which platform(s) should operators use to make these capabilities available to OTTs
and other partners?
16.2%

17.7%

66.1%

Only through industry-wide
Only through their own B2B
initiatives such as the GSMA’s
collaboration platform, enabling
OneAPI Exchange?
partners to create mash-up services?

“In the past, operators have

Both

kind of benefits that the industry

required to enable operator

might be: “Many operators work

sometimes over-priced access

thinks may be yielded through

value add to OTT offerings as

with a handful of OTT partners

to their value-adds (for example

such partnerships.

very challenging. Andy Tiller

today. But creating an attractive

offers some insight into why this

overall package which combines

location APIs) so OTT players

This challenge was ranked as

have found workarounds,” says

six or seven out of seven by 47

Andy Tiller, VP for corporate

per cent of respondents overall

product marketing at BSS solu-

and 48.5 per cent of operator

tions provider AsiaInfo-Linkage.

respondents. Less serious but by

“But the survey shows that the

no means insignficant is the issue

business case for OTT partner-

of commitment on both sides.

ships is built on many factors,

Lack of commitment from OTTs

and offering cheaper, easier

was given the highest rating as a

access to their value-adds could

challenge by 35.5 per cent of re-

be very beneficial to operators.”

spondents and an almost identical

Proportion of respondents who rated the
following operator capabilities six or seven out of
seven for value to OTT services
50

48.1%
40

41.8%

41.4%

41.9%
38.7%

share of operator respondents.
For all the conviction that

Operators were judged to be

respondents displayed about the

slightly more game, perhaps be-

concept of operator-OTT partner-

cause they have more to gain,

ships, the most serious challenge

with 29.4 per cent of respon-

to their successful execution was

dents (and 27.4 per cent of op-

felt to be confusion or uncertain-

erator respondents) identifying

ty over the benefits available to

a lack of commitment, expertise

both parties. While this could be

or resource from operators as

seen as contradictory, it perhaps

serious challenge.

reflects the level of education,

Meanwhile one third of

discussion and work that needs

operator respondents rated the

to be done in order to deliver the

complexity of the IT processes

14

33.2%

30

33.9%

20

10

0

Charge
to bill

Access to
Query
Access to
customer customer profile customer
location
information insights from
(eg gender)
analytics

QoS

Access to Create a special

(eg premium campaigns/ data tariff for
bandwidth promotions to
the OTT
/latency)
operator’s
app/service

(eg market segmentation)

customer base
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41%

think quality of service is the greatest value an
operator can add to an ott service

2.2%

Rate the following challenges to operators’
collaboration with OTTs. Please rate each on a
scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not in the least
challenging and 7 is extremely challenging

7.9%

12.3%

20.0%

26.7%

23.5%

7.3%

per cent) and slightly less for

ed very little value and seven

revenue share (48.1 per cent).

extremely high value.

A number of respondents

It is perhaps not surprising

expressed their own opinions on

that Quality of Service was

this question, however, with these

identified as having the high-

responses emphasising flexibility

est potential value, ranked six

and combination. Different mod-

or seven by 48.1 per cent of

els will likely suit different cases,

respondents and more than half

these respondents said, with each

of operator respondents.

of the three options likely to be

Complex IT challenge to enable operator value add

The least valuable capability

deployed by operators.

for respondents overall, given

1.0%

Operators and their industry
5.8%

12.6%

21.4%

23.7%

24.2%

11.3%

0.8%

Lack of commitment from OTTs

5.5%

12.0%

22.8%

29.4%

21.6%

7.8%

0.7%

3.0%

Lack of commitment/expertise/resources from operators

6.9%

17.7%

24.7%

29.0%

18.0%

Confusion/uncertainty over benefits available to both parties
1

2

3

4

5

6

cent of respondents was location,

the depth and breadth of net-

while for operator respondents

work features and APIs that can

the least valuable was felt to be

be exposed to third parties as

access to customer profile in-

a means of enhancing services

formation. This perhaps reflects

and applications that run over

the ready availability of other

the networks. We asked re-

sources of information (GPS and

spondents to rank a number of

OTT’s own customer data) as well

operator capabilities in terms of

as operators’ concerns around

the value they could add to OTT

making their customers’ personal

services, where one represent-

data available to third parties.

7

the partner’s service with

be the best option for operators

operator value adds—such as a

striking partnerships with them.

special tariff, QoS and charge-to-

The other half were split evenly,

bill—generally involves manual

24.6 per cent favouring a whole-

customisation of the BSS sys-

sale arrangement through which

tems, which is expensive and not

the OTT pays the operator for

scalable to a large number of

whatever capabilities it uses and

partnerships,” he says.

25.4 per cent opting for a retail
scenario in which the operator

The financial elements of

2.2%

13.1%

2.8%
10.7%

28.1%

How easy do you
think it is for operators to
expose these capabilities
to OTTs and other partners
in the Digital Ecosystem?

17.5%

1-7, where 1 is very
difficult and 7 is extremely
easy

collects a fee from the end user

partnerships are often the most

as part of their subscription.

difficult to thrash out. Half of

Among operator respondents

respondents felt that a revenue

there was slightly higher enthu-

share with OTT players would

siasm for the retail model (27.3

25.6%

1
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the highest ranking by 33.2 per

groupings have long promoted

2

3

4

5

6

7
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cies between overall and opera-

Given the emphasis that

tor responses for this question.

respondents placed on the

For example, 43.6 per cent of

advantages OTT partnerships

Rate the importance of the following
attributes to the success of the operator’s OTT
collaboration platform. (1 – 7, where 1 is not in the least

operator respondents gave a

could give operators over one

important and 7 is extremely important)

high value rating (six or seven)

another we were interested

to opening up the operator cus-

to see how they felt about the

tomer base to OTT promotional

manner in which these kind of

campaigns compared to 38.7

capabilities could and should be

per cent of overall respondents.

exposed. There has been some

Meanwhile 45.7 per cent of op-

suggestion that industry-wide

erator respondents felt that the

operator initiatives such as the

creation of a special data tariff

GSMA’s OneAPI programme

for specific OTT applications or

make it very difficult for

services deserved a high value

operators to compete with one

rating, compared to 41.9 per

another, for example.

1.4%

3.9%

8.1%

19.3%

27.9%

28.4%

0.8%
2.5%

8.5%

20.5%

28.3%

28.0%

1.5%

4.6%

Operator control over approval processes
12.4%

of the two, offered the best

25.8%

27.6%

20.9%

respondents reverted to a cau-

opportunities for operators, the

tious outlook. Asked how easy

majority bet safe. Two thirds of

exposure of these assets is for

respondents opted for both, 17.7

operators to achieve, respon-

per cent for operator-deployed

dents stuck to the middle ground,

collaboration platforms and 16.2

with operator respondents

per cent for collaborative initia-

proving more reserved than the

tives. Operator respondents

overall base. The largest share of

were very slightly more divided,

operator respondents, 28.5 per

with 18.1 per cent choosing col-

cent, rated this neutrally, as four

laboration, 19 per cent choosing

on a scale of one to seven where

operator deployment and 62.9

seven was ‘extremely easy’, while

per cent seeking the best of

one quarter were prepared to go

both worlds.

9.5%

23.9%

30.6%

23.0%

8.7%

21.5%

30.9%

26.1%

8.7%

Ability to provide a collaboration environment for OTTs
to work with each other
10.7%

21.6%

26.8%

1

2

3

4

5

24.8%

6

to the partnership, but also

this area is not straightforward.

makes the process of creating

There are fundamental ques-

overall this was reversed, with

tion and industry-wide initia-

a combined offering with a

tions over the exact destination,

28.1 per cent giving a rating of

tives, but they also need to

partner much more straightfor-

the most effective route for nav-

five and 25.6 per cent a rating

create competitive advantage

ward and automated.”

igating the obstacles to be found

of four, as we can see from the

from their OTT partnerships,”

chart on the facing page.

says AsiaInfo’s Andy Tiller.

Intelligence Global Industry

to how much some key players

“We are beginning to see

Survey the overwhelming

want to make the journey at all.

cent overall and 16.3 per cent

operators opening up access to

majority of respondents backed

Nonetheless it seems clear that

of operator respondents rated

their IT systems in a controlled

partnerships between operators

operators have a good deal to

this six or seven while 13.5 per

way to OTT partners using B2B

and OTTs. But the survey made

offer potential OTT partners,

cent overall and 11.6 per cent of

collaboration platforms. This

it just as apparent that the jour-

providing they can expose their

operators were overtly nega-

not only directly adds value

ney from concept to reality in

assets effectively. n

In the 2014 Telecoms.com

10.0%

7

want to support standardiza-

“It’s clear that operators

8.4%

Ability to act as an API hub for integration of partners’ systems

of seven. Among respondents

16

7.1%

Price of OTT access to APIs
1.2%
3.4%

deployments, or a combination

however, and on this issue

Fewer respondents, 15.3 per

11.4%

such as OneAPI or individual

have value if they are exposed,

a stage further, rating it five out

11.1%

Scalable, repeatable IT processes for enabling new partnerships

1.1%
3.0%

Such network assets can only

Asked whether collaborations

Ability to create mash-up products (OTT service + operator services)

4.4%

cent of respondents overall.

tive, ranking it one or two.

1.8%

There were some discrepan-

on the way and even debate as
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c arrier wifi

For mobile operators managing huge data
demand there are clear advantages to the shift of
traffic away from the cellular network onto wifi.
But, as we discovered, straightforward offload is no
longer perceived as chief among them.

Key takeaways:

Indeed the results suggested that operators might
be able to derive a range of benefits from some
level of involvement in the provision of wifi, so
long as challenges to that provision are overcome.
And in doing so they might be able to improve—
and extend their involvement in—the customer
experience.

• 53 per cent of respondents believe
monetising the wifi network is the biggest
challenge operators face.

• 57 per cent of respondents believe the

most significant benefit of wifi is the ability
to ensure the best level of connectivity at
all times.

• 17 per cent of respondents believe users
should control the wifi access policy
entirely.

About devicescape:
Devicescape operates the world’s largest Wi-Fi service platform delivering access, engagement, and insight services for telecom operators.
Using crowd-powered machine learning software to build the world’s largest Curated Virtual Network of high-quality hotspots, Devicescape
has created a new kind of global Wi-Fi service platform that is orders of magnitude less expensive to deploy and manage over conventional
telecom networks. Named the Devicescape Service Platform, it enables a range of carrier-class services for operators to enable “always best
connected” subscriber Access, compelling consumer and business Engagement, and powerful Insight into consumer behavior.
For more information visit www.devicescape.com.

c arrier w ifi

Wifi: The smart approach
Wifi is the dominant
means of data connection
for smartphone and
tablet users and its
existence is essential
to operators looking
to manage continuing
growth in demand for
wireless data. This section
of our report looks at the
ways in which operators
can best exploit this
essential connection and
the challenges they might
face in doing so.

Cellular networks are complex

shall see, our survey showed

spiraling demand for mobile

and wonderful things and the

that straightforward offload is

data,” says Dave Fraser, CEO

most advanced of them deliver

no longer perceived as chief

of Devicescape. “Dismissal and

remarkable performance across

among them. Indeed the results

even outright hostility towards

a number of metrics. But the

suggested that operators might

wifi is being replaced by a

fact remains that smartphone

be able to derive a range of

creative urge to explore how this

and tablet users consume the

benefits from some level of

ubiquitous but fragmented tech-

majority of their data over far

involvement in the provision of

nology can be harnessed as a

simpler wifi connections. Cu-

wifi, so long as challenges to

complement to existing network

rated wifi specialist Devicescape

that provision are overcome.

architectures.”

has published research showing

And in doing so they might be

that smartphone users typically

able to improve—and extend

tors have deployed their own

consume 60 to 80 per cent of

their involvement in—the cus-

wifi networks but telcos are not

their data over wifi and that this

tomer experience.

seen by the industry as the best

usage stays constant whether in
a 3G or 4G LTE environment.
While most of this usage
comes from private and of-

“Operator views on wifi have

Some mobile and fixed opera-

source of public wifi today. Half

undergone a dramatic shift in

of our survey respondents iden-

recent years, propelled by the

tified amenity wifi as the most

sheer challenge of managing

readily available source of public

fice wifi networks, a growing
percentage of this usage runs
across wifi connections owned
and operated by enterprises
or commercial premises—collectively known as ‘amenity

Which of the following company types do
you think have the best brand and market
positions to offer a national branded wifi
service

wifi’. From 20-seat cafés to
90,000-seater stadiums, ame-

60

nity wifi tends to be offered by
premises owners as a value-add

54.1%

50

for customers, and quality or
availability of service are not
necessarily priorities. Users
make do with the access that
they’re given, trading variable

40

30

performance against the fact
that, much of the time, that

20

26.4%

access is free.
For mobile operators manag-

10

10.5%

ing huge data demand there
are clear advantages to the
shift of traffic away from the
cellular network. But, as we

18

0

Fixed operators

Mobile operators Specialist wifi
providers

9.1%
Internet players
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From your perspective as a user what is the most readily available source of wifi access
outside of the home or office in your market?
Amenity (café, shop, mall, stadium etc)
Mobile operator
Fixed operator
Specialist wifi provider
Open residential access points

49.8%
wifi (not in the home or office) in
their markets, although 27.4 per

27.4%
in terms of quality.
Security was felt to be less

11.5%

5.9%

ingly important to end users.
Another characteristic of ame-

5.4%

their favour. 61.2 per cent of
mobile operators and 56.3 per

cent of respondents cited mobile

problematic than access and

nity wifi is that, by nature, it is

cent of fixed operators rated

operators as the best source.

quality, with 30.4 per cent of re-

extremely fragmented. Providers

themselves as the most natural

spondents strongly agreeing that

of amenity wifi, even large coffee

providers of such a wifi service.

backed themselves more

security concerns discourage

shop chains with multiple outlets

strongly—30.7 per cent said

usage. While this indicates a rela-

in many cities, are never going

ing, however, is that almost one

mobile operators were the best

tive lack of concern, it remains

to be able to offer true wide-area

fifth (19.4 per cent) of mobile op-

source—45.8 per cent neverthe-

a significant swell of opinion,

availability. Indeed more than 80

erators selected fixed operators

less cited amenity wifi. (Inter-

and operator responses taken in

per cent of respondents to the

and one quarter of fixed operator

estingly only respondents from

isolation indicated that security is

survey felt that the organisations

respondents selected mobile op-

fixed operators ranked mobile

a more serious worry among that

with the best brands and market

erators. There is evidently mixed

operators as a better source

segment of the industry: 36.1 per

positions to offer a coherent,

opinion among operators as to

than amenity wifi).

cent of operators voiced strong

nationwide wifi service are telcos.

where the wifi proposition should

While operator respondents

But amenity wifi is not without its problems. Asked to judge
a number of statements relating

agreement that such concerns
discourage usage.
The variable quality of amenity

More than half—54.1 per

What is perhaps more interest-

most logically sit.

cent—rated mobile operators as
the best fit in this regard, while a

Respondents were also asked

to amenity wifi, 65.2 per cent

wifi is well understood but our

further 26.4 per cent preferred

to rank the benefits that mobile

of respondents agreed (41.1 per

survey also suggested that users’

fixed operators. Specialist wifi

operators might derive from

cent strongly) that the process

tolerance of it may be on the

providers scored poorly, with only

providing a service for which, as

of accessing it—manual login,

wane. In a subsequent question,

10.5 per cent of the votes, with

became clear, they are widely

temporary passwords, payment,

52 per cent of respondents (and

internet players a little further off

felt to be a natural fit. Since

etc—can be offputting for users.

53 per cent of operator respon-

the pace, with 9.1 per cent.

the beginning of the mobile

Meanwhile 37.2 per cent of

dents) strongly agreed that qual-

respondents strongly agreed

ity of experience on amenity and

the scores were unsurpris-

ignored or positioned predomi-

that amenity wifi is inconsistent

public wifi will become increas-

ingly weighted even more in

nantly as an offload solution; a
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Among operators themselves

data boom wifi has either been

19

c arrier w ifi

of respondents believe the most significant benefit
of wifi is the ability to ensure the best level of
connectivity at all times
How do you rate the following benefits to
mobile operators in being able to offer a
controlled/branded wifi experience?
(figures are percentage of respondents who rated each benefit 6 or 7
on a 1 – 7 scale where 7 = extremely beneficial)

60

40

53.0%

52.3%

42.1%

42.3%

and behaviour while off the

of pressure on the cellular

cellular network. 37.7 per cent of

network. But of the benefits

respondents (matched almost

that mobile operators might

exactly by operator responses)

derive from offering a branded

gave this the highest ranking.

or controlled wifi experience,

44.1%

37.7%

fragmentation of wifi, it is likely

highest by our respondents.

difficult to envisage a single wifi
and useful as the CDR is today

all times was ranked as the most

on the mobile side,” says Fraser.

significant benefit, rated six or

“This will change as telecom

seven out of seven by 56.6 per

operators realise the benefits of

cent of respondents. In second

managing the entire customer’s

place, given the same score by 53

experience with their smart-

per cent of respondents, was cus-

phone, not only the times they

tomer retention while capacity

are on the mobile network.”

offload was in third place, scored
in the same way by 52.3 per cent.

10

ranking does not necessarily
mean that there is a lack of

offload was in second place and

belief in this benefit. Instead it

customer retention in third. In

was, for respondents, the least

both instances the top ranked

convincing of the options.

20

Indeed, 51.7 per cent of

margins but it is nonethless

operator respondents strongly

significant that the carrier wifi

agreed that mobile operators

narrative is shifting away from

need to extend their involve-

offload—in which it is seen as a

ment with the user beyond the

means of addressing an operator

cellular network in order to

problem—towards a scenario in

remain relevant in the user’s

which it enables an enhanced cus-

entire smartphone experience.

Despite the buzz status of
Competitive Capacity
Ability
Ability
Insight
Ability
Customer
differentiator offload to manage to deliver
into
to ensure retention
customer consistency customer best level of
experience of service usage and customer
off net
off net behaviour connectivity
off net at all times

bear in mind that a low relative

ranked benefit, although capacity

tomer connectivity experience.

0

As with the views on security
mentioned above, we need to

connectivity was also the highest

options were separated by slender

20

CDR service to be as complete

level of customer connectivity at

Among operators, customer

30

“Given the tremendous

capacity offload was not ranked
The ability to ensure the best

56.6%

50

valve that enables the release

Related to this, 35.1 per
cent of operator respondents,

customer behaviour data analyt-

compared with 28.9 per cent

ics, the lowest ranked benefit

of respondents overall, agreed

that mobile operators could get

strongly that operator-provided

from providing a branded wifi

OTT communications apps such

service, according to the survey,

as O2UK’s TuGo—which repli-

was insight into customer usage

cates the mobile service, includ-
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of respondents believe monetising
the wifi network is the biggest challenge

Rate the following challenges faced by operators in deploying
their own wifi offerings
(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not at all challenging and 7 is extremely
challenging)

users are best served by being
on wifi networks whenever
possible, while 30 per cent
preferred the caveat that users
should move only when the wifi

Cost – network build out

connection is superior to the

5.3%

1.0%

dents felt that smartphone

10.2%

15.0%

25.7%

25.4%

17.4%

cellular connection.
Among operator respondents

4.0%

0.7%

Cost – operation and maintenance
17.4%

9.8%

28.4%

these two options were more

25.5%

14.2%

0.7%

3.6%

12.7%

23.3%

31.4%

One third of operator respondents felt that operators should

21.9%

control the process of move-

1.6%

Integration of wifi and cellular networks
6.5%

10.6%

18.2%

24.2%

ment entirely, so long as the

26.3%

12.7%

1.1%

13.3%

21.2%

26.2%

22.7%

guiding principle was provision
of the best customer experience at any given time. Overall,

Ongoing network planning (shifts in geographical usage/demand)
6.5%

cent choosing the former and
32.1 per cent the latter.

Deriving return on investment/monetising wifi network
6.4%

evenly selected, with 35.8 per

27.5 per cent of respondents

8.9%

agreed with this suggestion.
The more popular option for
respondents as a whole (46.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

per cent) and operators (43.4

ing mobile phone number, over

terms of seriousness, with that

as a benefit than respondents

per cent) alike was that the

any IP connection—are going to

number rising to almost 57 per

overall, 57.2 per cent of them

customer could set simple

become essential elements of

cent among operators.

strongly agreed that an operator-

preferences that are thereafter

managed wifi experience, in

applied automatically.

the mobile operator offering.
There are clearly concerns,

The cost of deployment was
some way further back, given the

which the user is moved between

however, that despite the range

same ranking by 42.8 per cent

networks transparently but

connected experience is a

of benefits available to mobile

of respondents (although 49 per

always to their benefit, would be

balancing act between customer

operators from wifi provision,

cent of operators were similarly

attractive to consumers.

choice and simplicity. The smart-

the economics might not stack

concerned) while operational

up. Asked to rank challenges that

cost was judged the third most

operators might face in deploying

serious challenge. 39.7 per cent

the movement of customers

to connect to wifi as it is to

their own wifi networks, respon-

of respondents and 44.5 per cent

between cellular and wifi con-

connect to cellular. However, wifi

dents cited return on investment

of operator respondents gave

nections—when they are moved

has a long history as ‘the users

as by far the most serious. 53.3

Opex the highest ranking.

and at whose behest—is clearly

network’ and subsequently many

a matter for some debate. Just

customers will expect some

shy of 40 per cent of respon-

control—for example a preference

per cent of respondents ranked

While operator respondents

RoI six or seven out of seven in

ranked customer retention lower
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“The elevated, always best

phone and network should work
But the policy surrounding

together to make it as simple

21

c arrier w ifi

of respondents believe users should control
the wifi access policy entirely

Under what circumstances are smartphone
users best served by being on wifi networks?

39.3%

Whenever possible

Only when operator-defined base
station performance/capacity
constraints are hit

10.8%

for more performance or reduced
cost,” says Devicescape’s Fraser.
Nonetheless it was inter-

QoS is, as discussed above,
very important to telcos,
although maybe less so to provid-

esting that 16.7 per cent of

ers of amenity wifi. And in line

respondents felt that customers

with 37.2 per cent of respondents

should control the experience

emphasising inconsistencies in

entirely, while 9.5 per cent of

the quality of amenity wifi con-

operators felt that mobile oper-

necitons, 38.1 per cent (and 38.7

ators should control the process

per cent of operators) agreed

based on their own network

strongly that it would be more

management requirements.

suitable for operator partnership
if it was quality controlled.

As we have seen, this sec-

Only when the available wifi
connection meets preset quality of
performance levels

20.0%

Only when the wifi connection is
superior to the cellular connection

29.9%

fragmentation be overlooked—31.9

that mobile operators are the

per cent of operators strongly

natural providers of wide area

agreed that amenity wifi is

wifi offerings but highlighted

too fragmented for operators

the obstacles (mostly financial)

to exploit its ubiquity through

that operators might face in

partnership.

trying to deliver them. It also

How should user movement between cellular
and wifi networks be managed?
The customer should control the
process entirely

16.7%

The operator should control the
process entirely based on its own
network management requirements
The customer should have the
opportunity to set simple
preferences/rules which are
thereafter applied automatically

22

27.5%

9.4%

46.4%

The industry clearly believes

identified a substantial existing

that the integration of wifi into

entity—amenity wifi—as an excel-

the wider telco offering could

lent wifi resource. So what op-

offer some significant benefits.

portunities exist to bring these

But the dream of mining custom-

two elements of connectivity

ers’ wifi usage for actionable

together?

insights seems to be, for now, just

There have been a number

The operator should control the
process entirely based on the best
customer experience

Neither can the problem of

tion of the survey suggested

that. Less than three per cent of

of moves within the industry

respondents judged this the most

to marry pre-installed public or

likely benefit. Network capacity

private wifi hotspots to telco

relief is important but perhaps

offerings, with varying degrees

not as important as it used to

of success. One third of respon-

be, with less than one quarter of

dents to the survey agreed

respondents identifying this as

strongly that mobile operators

the most likely upside.

could benefit from partnering

The most likely benefit to be

with amenity wifi providers but

derived—according to 40 per cent

such partnerships are not neces-

of respondents—is keeping users

sarily simple to devise given the

connected as often and as simply

significant fragmentation with

as possible. Like so much else

millions or potentially tens of

in the industry, it’s all about the

millions of providers.

customer experience. n
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To what extent do you agree with the following statements concerning mobile
operators and wifi?
(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree)

22.4%

30.1%

21.5%

14.3%
5.8%
5.1%
1.8%

29.0%

32.6%

13.2%

20.5%

22.2%

2.7% 6.8%

1.0%

Mobile operators need to extend
their involvement with the user
beyond the cellular network in order
to remain relevant in the user’s
entire smartphone experience

24.3%
13.6%

19.3%

Quality of experience on
amenity/public wifi will become
increasingly important to
smartphone users

8.6%

25.7%

15.1%
11.6%

11.6%
11.2%

6.4%

2.4%

Mobile operators should leave wifi
provision to specialists or premises
owners. They should focus only on
improving the cellular network
experience
1

2

3

4

5

6

11.3%

Operators that capture data on user
behaviour on amenity/public wifi
networks stand to build a
competitive advantage

16.7% 17.9%
21.2%

6.6%
0.6% 2.9%

3.6%
1.2%

An operator-managed wifi
experience, in which the user is
moved on and off wifi networks
transparently and always to their
benefit, would be attractive to
consumers.

32.7%

27.2%

19.2%

5.7%

25.9%
20.6%
8.3%

Operator-provided OTT
communications apps (eg O2 TuGo
in the UK) are going to become
essential elements of the operator
offering

7

Which benefit are mobile operators most likely to receive from integrating
wifi into their offer?

14.7%

Improving indoor data speeds
Controlling the costs of data roaming

7.6%

Keeping users connected as often as possible and
simplifying the experience

40.1%

Network capacity
User behaviour insights from wifi usage data
Customer retention
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24.0%
2.6%
11.0%
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lte roaming

We asked respondents whether they agreed that
mobile operators are justified in charging more for
LTE roaming than for other roaming services and
less than half agreed that they are. One third of
respondents disagreed and a further 23.1 per cent
remained neutral.
Operators may have to look to more advanced
services if they want to command a premium,
rather than simply charging more for LTE as a
basic connection. Asked which kind of roaming
services might justify a premium in future,
respondents backed guaranteed QoS for LTE data
strongly.

Key takeaways:
• 61 per cent of respondents believe QoS for
LTE data roaming will justify a premium in
the future.
• 63 per cent of respondents believe the EU’s
proposed removal of roaming premiums
will result in a significant increase in traffic.
• 60 per cent of respondents believe visibility
of spend is just as important as spend itself.

About iBasis:
For more than a decade IP has been at the core of iBasis’ business of providing smart international connectivity to carriers, mobile operators
and OTT players.
iBasis can help you benefit from the cost and service advantages of IP technology, smoothly evolve towards a genuine multiservice IPX, and
lead the way to revenue assurance from innovative services such as HD Voice, LTE Roaming and VoLTE.
A fully-owned KPN company, iBasis offers a comprehensive portfolio of international mobility solutions: high-quality voice and SMS termination,
global mobile signaling, GRX, fraud detection, traffic management, HD Voice and a full LTE Roaming solution and footprint.

LTE ROAMING

LTE sans frontières
LTE roaming is key to the
progress of the latest
cellular network standard.
But price premiums
for the service are not
guaranteed. Operators
need to devise a range
of services and charging
models to ensure they
can derive real benefit
from making LTE available
across borders

With 263 LTE networks in com-

that have historically turned it

ing services and how they might

mercial service in 97 countries

very much to their advantage.

differentiate themselves from

by January 15th this year, ac-

In Europe roaming prices re-

one another and from any spe-

cording to data from the Global

main under sustained pressure

cialist players that emerge.

Mobile Suppliers Association’s

from the European Commission,

LTE came to market with a

latest Evolution to LTE report,

while elsewhere users’ tendency

price premium but during 2013

the technology is clearly well

to disable data roaming and rely

we saw instances of that pre-

established. Many LTE opera-

on wifi is making it difficult for

mium beginning to erode under

tors are now looking to the next

operators to exploit the next

competitive pressure. In the rush

phases of deployment, including

wave of roaming services.

of 12-month predictions published

LTE-Advanced, Voice over LTE

Operators within Europe are

and the provision of roaming,

conceding ground on pricing in

of industry players suggested

the last of which has been a

a bid to stay ahead of regula-

that LTE premiums could disap-

cornerstone of mobile service

tion while this year will see the

pear altogether in some markets.

since the introduction of GSM.

arrival of specialist roaming

2013 saw a handful of LTE

providers that will intensify

how the industry feels about

competition on price.

price premiums that are likely

roaming announcements from
operators and we can expect
the volume of agreements to

For which roaming
services (not within the EU)
will operators be able to
charge a premium over the
next five years?
(Tick all that apply)

So it was interesting to see

to be attached to LTE roaming.
In this section of the survey

We asked respondents whether

ramp up significantly during

we set out to discover how the

they agreed that mobile opera-

2014. But the emergence of LTE

industry feels roaming will evolve

tors are justified in charging

roaming comes at a time when

in terms of pricing and structure,

more for LTE roaming than for

roaming more generally is prov-

how operators might be affected

other roaming services and

ing challenging for operators

as they look to deliver LTE roam-

less than half (43.1 per cent)

61.0%

Guaranteed QoS for LTE data

38.6%

Tiered throughput for LTE data

45.9%

Application-specific data

SMS
MMS
Legacy voice services
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at the end of last year, a number

13.3%
9.3%
19.5%
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LTE ROAMING

There was acceptance that

express their strength of feeling

legacy services like SMS and

by rating their response on a

MMS will struggle to continue to

scale of one to seven, where

command roaming premiums,

seven was “strongly agree” and

with just 13.3 per cent and 9.3

one “strongly disagree”. 21.4 per

per cent of respondents select-

cent of respondents rated their

ing these options respectively.

agreement as six or seven on this

Indeed there was widespread

scale, with only 5.3 per cent voic-

agreement that legacy voice

ing the strongest agreement.

and SMS roaming traffic will de-

Among mobile operators,

cline as users become increas-

however, a six or seven rating

ingly reliant on IP communica-

was given by 27.8 per cent of

tions apps while roaming, which

respondents, indicating fairly ro-

offers a potential threat to

bust resistance to the idea that

operator revenues. 47 per cent

LTE roaming should come at no

of respondents and 49.4 per

extra cost to the user. Nonethe-

cent of operator respondents

less, almost a quarter of mobile

ranked their agreement with

operator respondents felt that

this statement six or seven.

no premium is justified and 24.7
per cent remained neutral.

Respondents demonstrated
less conviction that specialist

(where 1 is not in the least effective and 7 is extremely effective)

7.3% 14.8%

23.9%

7.8%

18.5%

28.8%

28.0%

13.4%

Differentiated pricing plans

17.2%

24.9%

33.8%

16.0%

Service continuity

13.3%

25.4%

26.2%

18.5%

Geographical differentiation

respondents were slightly more

basic connection. Asked which

pessimistic, with 21.9 per cent

kind of roaming services might

scoring this a six or seven.

justify a premium in future

This tendency was visible

(outside of the EU, in which

once more when respondents

regulatory pressure is intense)

were asked about the outcomes

respondents backed guaranteed

they expect from the removal of

QoS for LTE data strongly. This

roaming premiums within the EU.

option drew the highest level

While expectation of an increase

of support, selected by 61 per

in traffic was high across the

cent of respondents, followed

board (anticipated by 63.6 per

8.1%

charging more for LTE as a

18.0%

23.3%

29.1%

15.6%

Integration with wifi

5.2%

with this, although operator

1.5%

respondents agreed strongly

premium, rather than simply

1.9%

market. Overall 17.8 per cent of

if they want to command a

4.4%

to dominate the retail roaming

to more advanced services

26

17.9%

Quality of service guarantees

roaming providers will come
Operators may have to look

30.7%

7.1%

(selected by 38.6 per cent).

Respondents were asked to

6.7%

tiered throughput for LTE data

neutral.

2.0%

further 23.1 per cent remained

How effective do you believe the following
differentiators are for operators providing LTE
roaming services?

3.4%

(selected by 45.9 per cent) and

1.3%
2.1%

by application-specific data

of respondents disagreed and a

1.0%
1.6%
5.5%

agreed that they are. One third

2.8%

61%

of respondents believe QoS for lte will justify
a premium in the future

9.7%

24.1%

24.7%

24.0%

10.5%

Inter standard roaming

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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60%

of respondents believe visibility of spend is just as
important as spend itself

Rate the following LTE charging models in terms of benefit
to the operator. (1 - 7 where 7 = highly beneficial)
Overall respondents

% 6 or 7

Operator respondents

Subsidised application specific
offerings

33
35.9
		

Fixed day rate

29.8

35

Application specific offerings
Monthly-add on charged over life
of contract
Charging by volume (per MB)

29.6
29.5

31.2
31

27.4

30

important than level of spend,
with just 14.6 per cent believing
it to be less important.
We asked respondents to

Subsidised application specific
offerings

rate eight potential charging

Application specific offerings

vices in terms of their benefit

Fixed day rate
Tiered service offerings
Monthly-add on charged over life of contract

Tiered service offerings
26.6 26.6
			
Drawn from standard bundles
22.5 25
with accelerated depletion
Drawn from bundles with
21.2 22.6
no premium

that visibility is actually more

Drawn from standard bundles with
accelerated depletion
Charging by volume (per MB)
Drawn from bundles with no premium

models for LTE roaming serto the mobile operator. Each
model was rated on a scale of
one to seven where seven was
“extremely beneficial”. If we
rank the responses according
to which models were given the
highest number of high ratings
(six or seven) the results, for
overall respondents and operator respondents, are shown in

cent of respondents overall), 30

influential as the services to

survey showed that more than

per cent of operators compared

which they are applied and

60 per cent of respondents

to 24.8 per cent of respondents

the prices that are attached to

believe that visibility of spend is

overall sees application providers,

overall expect total roaming rev-

those services; cost is not nec-

just as important to end users

such as Facebook or Twitter,

enues to decrease as a result.

essarily the most important fac-

as spend itself. Almost one

subsidising the roaming traffic

tor for consumers. Indeed the

quarter of respondents believe

related to their service. This may

Charging models can be as

the table on this page.
The highest rated option

What do you believe will be the revenue and traffic impact of the European
Commission’s proposed removal of roaming premiums within the EU?
(Tick all that apply)

63.6%

Increase in traffic
No impact on traffic
Revenue will stay the same because
traffic increase will compensate
for price decrease
Overall revenue will increase
Overall revenue will decrease
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11.7%
33.6%
28.4%
24.8%
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LTE ROAMING

Do you believe that, for consumers,
visibility of roaming spend is:

10.9%
23.4%
Which of the following
do you think will be the
case for LTE roaming
signalling traffic?

60.9%

24.5%

65.6%

14.6%

Less important As important More important
than amount
as amount
than amount
spent?
spent?
spent?

well be beneficial to operators but

It was nonetheless rated

it is not clear that OTT players are

highly, with 41.4 per cent of

prepared to engage in these kind

respondents (and 44.4 per

of business models (see p13 for an

cent of operator respondents)

in- depth analysis of the section

scoring it six or seven. Judged

of our survey devoted to OTT and

most effective, and given a

operator partnerships).

six or seven rating by half of

The comparative importance

respondents, was service conti-

of price in the LTE roaming mix

nuity. Close behind, and reflect-

was also illustrated by the results

ing responses to an earlier

from a question (see p26) in which

question, was guaranteed QoS

we asked respondents to rate a

(48.6 per cent), followed by

number of competitive differentia-

integration with wifi (44.7 per

tors for roaming services on the

cent; this was ranked fourth by

same one to seven scale (where

operator respondents, given a

seven was extremely effective).

high rating by 39.7 per cent).

Of the six options provided, price

Judged least effective, with a

differentiation was ranked fourth

high rating from 25.6 per cent

by respondents in total and third

of respondents, was geographi-

by operator respondents.

cal differentiation.
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Diameter signalling
traffic volumes will
stay roughly the
same as SS7
signalling volumes

There will be more
signalling traffic
with Diameter because
of the inclusion of Policy
Interworking

There will be less
signalling traffic
with Diameter
compared to SS7
because SMS
does not use
Diameter

17.1%

60.2%

Home routed

Which is better for
operators, home
routed data or
local breakout?

Local breakout

22.7%

Must be considered
on a case by case basis
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Rate the benefits of local breakout for
roaming traffic?

2.0%

5.2%

(1 – 7, where 1 is not at all beneficial and 7 is extremely beneficial)

11.3%

22.7%

24.5%

23.5%

10.8%

Less delay

Chris Lennartz, head of mo-

Opinion was evenly split as to

provider iBasis suggests these

which is better for operators,

results highlight the importance

with 17.1 per cent favouring

of the IPX model. “LTE Roaming

home routing and 22.7 per cent

will be limited initially to data

local breakout. A clear majority,

roaming but, soon afterwards,

60.2 per cent, believe that the

delay- and error-critical ser-

choice needs to be considered

vices like VoLTE, RCS, video,

on a case by case basis.

1.3%
2.9%

M2M will follow, in order to

8.5%

22.6%

24.2%

26.2%

14.3%

1.7%

2.8%

Lower cost of transport
13.7%

26.0%

24.7%

21.3%

9.7%

Lower switching overhead
3.1%

1.8%

31.1%

21.7%

19.8%

10.4%

Cheaper retail

The principal benefit of local

provide Multi-Service Continuity

breakout, according to respon-

in the transition to all-IP,” he

dents, is a lower cost of transport

says. “IPX has been designed

(rated six or seven on our scale by

to assign differentiated quality

40.5 per cent of respondents). The

levels to specific services over

least popular, scored the same way

one integrated pipe, using vir-

by 30.2 per cent, was the ability to

tual links that can be managed

offer cheaper retail prices.

separately. As this model works

12.2%

local breakout for LTE roaming.

bile services at KPN-owned IPX

The benefits of home routing

end-to-end, operators can start

were very closely ranked by re-

introducing a variety of services

spondents. The most beneficial by

assigning the QoS they require.”

a small margin was deemed to be
control over the service, with sec-

Rate the benefits of home routing for
roaming traffic?

2.5%

1.6%

(1 – 7, where 1 is not at all beneficial and 7 is extremely beneficial)

9.9%

22.7%

23.8%

25.5%

13.9%

1.4%
2.8%

Control over the service

9.2%

23.1%

25.7%

26.7%

11.1%

1.8%

2.7%

Visibility of the traffic

11.8%

23.4%

22.8%

24.0%

13.5%

3.7%

1.6%

Control over the quality
9.9%

23.0%

24.6%

23.0%
Accuracy of billing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14.3%

LTE roaming will not differ

being accuracy of billing and for

technology generations simply

operator respondents being vis-

in terms of service and business

ibility of traffic. All options were

models. With a new signalling

given six or seven ratings by close

paradigm and the opportunity

to 40 per cent of respondents.

to address the inelegance of

Roaming is central to the

earlier approaches to routing

proposition of mobile telephony

there will be some key techno-

and it is becoming increas-

logical changes as well.

ingly clear that end users want

We asked respondents what

and need access to the same

they expect to be the impact of

services while overseas that they

LTE roaming on signalling traffic.

depend upon while at home. It

Almost one quarter, 23.4 per cent

is equally apparent that they do

(21.7 per cent for operator re-

not necessarily feel that location

spondents), said they believe that

alone justifies premium pricing.

signalling volumes for Diameter

Nonetheless there are opportuni-

will stay roughly the same as SS7

ties for operators to devise and

volumes. But a great majority

deliver more sophisticated and

of respondents, 65.6 per cent,

appealing services for roaming

said they expect more signalling

users, while improving visibility of

traffic because of the inclusion of

spend and flexibility of charging

Policy Interworking.

model. They now have to demon-

We also polled them for
views on home routing and
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ond place for overall respondents

from roaming in previous

strate they are capable of leading
this innovation. n
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bss

Questions in this section were put to operators
exclusively as we sought to establish which
elements of the BSS environment are being
addressed with the most urgency.

Key takeaways:

Cloud already enjoys significant penetration within
telcos, with respondents using a Software as a
Service (SaaS) solution for a number of business
functions. More than 40 per cent of respondents
reported that their organisation currently runs its
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
activity on a SaaS solution.

• 43 per cent of respondents are planning
to deploy or upgrade their customer
management application within 12 months.

• 18 per cent of respondents are planning to
move to a Cloud-based BSS solution within
12 months.

• Cost efficiency and scalability are the two
top concerns related to the move to a
Cloud-based BSS solution.

But in addressing their BSS environments as a
whole operators clearly have a good deal more
thinking to do.

About Amdocs:
For 30 years, Amdocs has ensured service providers’ success and embraced their biggest challenges. To win in the connected world, CSPs,
MVNEs, and MVNOs, rely on Amdocs to simplify the customer experience, harness the data explosion, stay ahead with new services and
improve operational efficiency. Amdocs’ offering for MVNOs and MVNEs provide real time BSS and service delivery capabilities, which are
successfully operational at over 50 MVNE/Os worldwide. The global company uniquely combines a market-leading BSS, OSS and network
control product portfolio with value-driven professional services and managed services operations. With revenue of over $3.2 billion in fiscal
2012, Amdocs and its approximately 20,000 employees serve customers in more than 60 countries.

BSS

BSS: Into the cloud
In this section of the survey
Clearly there is significant
As operators look to win
we sought to establish which
ongoing investment in this area.
and retain customers
elements of the BSS environWe asked operator respondents
through innovation in key ment are being addressed with to tell us which BSS applications
the most urgency along with
their organisations are planning
areas of their customer
how and where operators are
to deploy or upgrade in the next
looking to the cloud to enhance
12 months. The top three areas
interface like charging,
their performance. We were
for investment during 2014
customer service and
also keen to understand what
are Customer Management,
might be motivating operators
selected by 42.5 per cent of
CEM, their BSS portfolio
or holding them back in terms
respondents, Billing, selected
and investments are
of the cloud. With this in mind,
by 35.5 per cent of respondents
questions in this section were
and Self Service, selected by
becoming ever more
put to operators exclusively.
30.4 per cent of respondents.
important to success.
Meanwhile the mass
Which of the following BSS applications
migration of enterprise
are you planning to deploy/upgrade in the
IT into the cloud is
next 12 months?
expanding the range of
options open to operators 50
42.5%
as they look to refine
40
and redefine their BSS
35.5%
environments
30.4%
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27.1%

26%

proportion of respondents—17.8
per cent—revealed that their
organisations will be investing
in none of the BSS applications
listed. A small number, meanwhile, said that the information
on their invesmtents was too
commercially sensitive to share.
More than one quarter of
operator respondents reported
that their companies would
be investing in the entire BSS
environment, with Revenue
Management selected by 27.1
per cent of respondents and
Ordering attracting invesmtent
this year from only 17.8 per cent
of operators represented.
Cloud already enjoys
significant penetration within
telcos, with respondents using
a Software as a Service (SaaS)
solution for a number of business functions. 41.1 per cent of
respondents reported that their
organisation currently runs its
Customer Relationship Manage-

17.8%

20

For all the investment
underway a surprisingly high

ment (CRM) activity on a SaaS
solution, which was the highest
score among business functions
by some distance.

10

Email/Collaboration (29.3 per
cent), Enterprise Resource Man-
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agement (27.8 per cent) and
Billing (26.4 per cent) also had
a strong showing in this regard,
along with Financial Applications (24.1 per cent). Ordering is
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BSS

For what business functions, if any, are
you currently using a SaaS solution?
Financial Applications
ERP

For what business functions, if any, are
you planning to introduce a SaaS solution?

24.1%
27.8%

CRM

41.1%

Email/ Collaboration

Financial Applications

20.4%

ERP
CRM

34.2%

29.3%

Email/ Collaboration

25.8%

Ordering 14.3%
Billing

19.6%

21.4%

26.4%

25.1%

Ordering
Billing

currently managed with a SaaS

are in second and third place,

cloud-based BSS solution inside

represented operators are cur-

solution at just 14.3 per cent of

with ERP fourth (48.2 per cent)

the next 12 months, suggesting

rently not committing to a cloud-

respondents’ organisations.

ahead of Financial Applications

that for many operators deci-

based BSS solution and it is per-

(43.7 per cent and Ordering

sions on this question have not

haps not surprising that security

(35.7 per cent).

been taken. More than one third

is chief among their concerns.

reported that there are no such

Respondents were asked to rank

These ranking were reflected
in operators’ plans for future
use of the SaaS model, although

In addressing their BSS envi-

there are more operators

ronments as a whole operators

plans in place, while 17.9 per

a range of concerns for severity

planning investment in Billing

clearly have a good deal more

cent of respondents said that

on a scale of one to seven, where

SaaS solutions than ERP SaaS

thinking to do. Almost half of

their businesses are planning a

seven represented a “very seri-

solutions. Ordering, meanwhile,

respondents said they were not

cloud BSS deployment this year.

ous concern”. Security issues was

is also targeted for SaaS invest-

sure whether their organisa-

It is important to understand

scored as six or seven by 39.7 per

ment, with more respondents

tion was planning a move to a

(21.4 per cent) reporting plans
for this function than for ERP
(20.4 per cent) and Financial
Applications (19.6 per cent).

why more than 80 per cent of

cent or respondents.

Are you planning to move to a Cloud based BSS solution in
the next 12 months?

If we combine the responses
for existing and planned SaaS
solutions we see that CRM once
again tops the list by some
distance, with more than three
quarters of respondents (75.3
per cent) employing or planning
to employ a SaaS approach.
Email/Collaboration (55.1 per
cent) and Billing (51.5 per cent)
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17.9%
YES

34.3%
NO

47.8%
NOT SURE
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How important to your operation are the
following benefits of a SaaS BSS solution
compared to premise solutions.
(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7 where 1 is not at all important
and 7 is extremely important)

guarantee service availability,

resented “extremely important”

customer satisfaction and that

45.3 per cent of respondents

all solution components are

ranked scalability/elasticity as

certified and meet the highest

six or seven while 45 per cent

standards in the industry.”

gave the same ranking to cost

Interestingly the number

3.6%

2.3%

of operators concerned with

9.5%

23.7%

19.4%

26.0%

15.6%

1.8%
3.4%

Ability to deploy new services quickly

8.4%

19.2%

22.2%

27.4%

17.6%

6.6%

3.0%

12.0%

24.1%

23.2%

18.4%

12.7%

1.8%
2.5%
6.3%

Low risk

21.8%

22.3%

30.2%

15.1%

2.5%
2.3%
7.3%

Scalability and elasticity

28.3%

23.4%

12.2%

Opportunity to consolidate BSS environment
1

2

3

4

5

6

services quickly and the need

thing that has often been cited

for low risk were ranked six or

as a drag on the evolution of

seven by 41.6 and 41.4 per cent

operator BSS—was relatively

of respondents respectively,

low. Only 21 per cent of respon-

while 26.2 per cent gave the

dents ranked the need to sweat

same ranking to the oppor-

assets as six or seven on the

tunity to consolidate the BSS

scale.

environment.

7

question respondents were

larly strongly that the cloud-

asked about the extent to which

based BSS solutions currently

they agreed that a cloud-based

on the market do not represent

BSS provided by an external

a good fit for their businesses.

supplier on a 24/7 support

Related to this 28.8 per cent of

model would be a significant

respondents gave the highest

advantage to their business. On

ranking to concerns that their

a scale of one to seven where

need for advanced customisa-

seven represented “strongly

tion within BSS might not be

agree”, 45.4 per cent of respon-

met by a move to the cloud.

dents chose six or seven.

key for operators or MVNOS is

Of course cost is always

there is a need for providers of

a crucial factor and while

these solutions to do more to

cloud solutions provided on a

address these concerns through

SaaS basis may be less Capex

market education. Indeed 32.5

intensive than on premises

per cent of respondents gave

solutions, total cost of owner-

a six or seven ranking to the

ship is clearly still front of

statement: “I need to learn

mind—although not universally

more about available cloud-

a stumbling block.

based BSS in the market”.
“Security was and still is a

Meanwhile in a subsequent

dents (18.2 per cent) felt simi-

These results suggest that

24.0%

The ability to deploy new

sweating existing assets—some-

Almost one fifth of respon-

Cost efficiency

efficiency.

Potential benefits, mean-

Just over 40 per cent of
operator respondents agreed

concern for operators when

choosing a well-established and

while, seem relatively well

that a converged, real-time

choosing a cloud based solution

recognised industry partner

understood and scalability/elas-

BSS solution was too expen-

but it is possible to achieve the

that they can rely on and grow

ticity and cost efficiency are the

sive for their company, for

full range of cloud benefits, like

with. This peace of mind can

most important to operators,

example. On the other hand,

cost savings and agility, without

be achieved when operators

the survey suggested. Asked

41.3 per cent of respondents

compromising on security,” says

and MVNOs select a complete

to rank the importance of a

agreed that their company

Yuval Mayron, general manager,

solution, both on the platform

number of benefits on the one

needed a highly flexible SaaS

Amdocs Product Group. “The

and on the service side, to

to seven scale where seven rep-

solution even if it proved to be
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BSS

Rate the following concerns related to the move to a Cloud based BSS solution?
(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not a serious concern and 7 is a very serious concern)

3.3%
16.2%

2.2%

2.5%

6.0%

6.7%

14.7%

14.3%

I don’t think
the available BSS
Cloud Services 14.4%
fit our business
and operations

10.5%

6.5%

10.9%

18.3%

13.0%

Need to sweat
maximise return
from legacy
investments

I have high
customization
needs

20.0%
24.2%

25.3%

32.9%

20.5%

4.7%
10.5%

12.1%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

more costly. Almost half, 48.6
per cent, said they would con-

20.6%

25.3%

were neutral (30.2 per cent).

cloud models for key telco IT

Nonetheless it still means

systems are gaining traction

sider a converged solution if it

elements of the emergence

that 49 per cent of operator

in the industry. As the survey

were deemed more affordable.

of cloud IT in the telecoms

respondents do not believe

revealed a substantial number

sector is the opportunities it

that telecoms specialisation is

of operators have already

operators and MVNOs for many

has created for non-specialist

necessary.

deployed, are in the process of

years, we learned that they

providers. Telecoms BSS has

are looking for a holistic and

historically been delivered

respondents reported that

ploy SaaS solutions for a range

flexible solution that provides

by organisations that have

existing supplier relationship

of key business functions.

all their BSS needs. Some of

telecoms in their DNA but their

was or would be an influence in

them are actively approaching

dominance in the sector is no

decision making when selecting

among operators looking at

to cloud based solutions for

longer guaranteed.

a SaaS-based BSS solution,

moving BSS to the cloud,

suggesting that incumbents

particularly around security

“By working closely with

34

23.0%

One of the most notable

13.9%

I need to learn
more about
available Cloud
based BSS
in the market

20.3%

ditional investment.”

5.1%

20.4%

Security issues
24.3%

31.0%

2.7%

1.8%
15.4%

6.7%

That said, 42.7 per cent of

deploying or are planning to de-

But there are still concerns

that flexibility” says Amdocs’

Respondents were asked

Mayron. “Flexibility should be

whether their organisation

are able to exploit their posi-

and cost. There is also clearly

built-in on the product and

prefers solutions provided

tion. A larger proportion, 53.8

a need for a greater level of

technology side, enabling a fast

by telecom specialist players

per cent, said that industry

education: operators need to

time-to-market for launching

and 51 per cent of them said

research was an influence,

know that their concerns can

innovative services and bundles

that they did. This was a far

while peer recommendations

be addressed and they need

and making sure changes to

larger proportion than those

were cited by 36.1 per cent of

to be convinced that there are

business processes can be

who took the opposite stance

respondents.

solutions available that can

made on-the-fly without ad-

(18.8 per cent) and those who

There is little doubt that

meet their needs. n
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indoor lte cover age

In these early phases of LTE deployment and
operation operators are focused on meeting a
number of targets, depending on business plans
and licence conditions. Nonetheless it was
interesting to note that a large number of
respondents felt that indoor LTE coverage is an
important competitive differentiator for operators
today.

Key takeaways:
• 25 per cent of respondents said widespread
availability of wifi means there is no urgent
need for indoor LTE coverage.
• 75 per cent of operator respondents
believe they should own indoor LTE
infrastructure.
• 49 per cent of respondents believe
operators are focused primarily on meeting
geographical rather than indoor coverage
requirements.

About MCCI:
MCCI is a leading provider of Full Turnkey Projects Implementations in Infrastructure and Telecom Industries.
It covers all MENA region with heavy presence and operations in GCC region that include Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Qatar,
Bahrain & Oman. Algeria office is the Hub for serving North Africa countries.
LTE Design and implementation is one of the Strong Capabilities of MCCI.
MCCI deployed many Successful In Building Solutions (IBS) Design & Implementation projects for multi operators & multi mode in many
Advance Markets like Saudi Arabia.

INDOOR LTE COVER AGE

Inside Job
To contrast with the
section of the survey
that looked at LTE
across borders we also
asked our respondents
some questions about
LTE on a much smaller
scale; specifically
its deployment and
performance for indoor
coverage. Some of the
results were surprising.

been devised to try and help

Rate the importance of indoor LTE
coverage as a competitive differentiator
today and in two years’ time

improve the indoor penetration

(1 – 7 where 7 is extremely important)

and performance of mobile net-

35

In-building coverage has long
been an issue with cellular systems and many solutions have

works. We hear much about the
densification of the network that
LTE is intended to bring thanks
to an increased volume of small
cells and in-building service is an
In these early phases of LTE

23.3%
21.5% 21.6%

20

18.7%
17.4%

erators are focused on meeting

16.3%

15

a number of targets, depending
on business plans and licence

10

conditions. Nonetheless it was

indoor LTE coverage is an important competitive differentiator

7.4%
5.6%

6.4%

5
2.4%
0.9%

1.4%

0
1

2

3

for operators today. On a scale

6

7
Two years’ time

driving high quality indoor LTE

that operators are focused on

44.4 per cent of respondents

coverage is more important

providing good indoor coverage

and 48 per cent of operator

than ensuring rural coverage

in public buildings, 16.5 per cent

respondents scored indoor LTE

based on geographical targets.

that they are focused on provid-

Looking two years out they

NO

5

resented “extremely important”,

tance as a differentiator.

43%

4

Today

of one to seven where seven rep-

coverage six or seven for impor-

57%

ing good indoor LTE coverage
Despite this, respondents

for all users and 12 per cent

reported that, in their market,

that they are concerned with

expect its importance to grow.

operator activities are cur-

providing superior coverage to

53.4 per cent of respondents

rently geared towards wide area

enterprise customers.

and 56 per cent of operator

coverage. Asked to characterise

respondents scored it six or

operator approaches to indoor

spondents than overall respon-

seven for importance in two

coverage, almost half—48.7 per

dents (21 per cent) claimed that

years’ time.

cent—said that in their market

there was a focus on providing

operators are today focused

good indoor coverage for all.

Indeed 30 per cent of

36

25

deployment and operation op-

number of respondents felt that

YES

27%

important part of that story.

interesting to note that a large

Do you believe there
is a market for specialist
indoor LTE operators?

30.1%

30

A larger share of operator re-

respondents—and 32.3 per cent

primarily on geographical

of operator respondents—ex-

rather than indoor coverage.

tors can easily become stretched,

pressed strongly the belief that

Meanwhile 22.7 per cent said

however, and it was interesting

In early rollout phases opera-
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to note that more than half of

tional supply model it is worth

worth looking at the operator

there is no urgent need for

operator respondents—55.9 per

noting that, taken together, 35

responses in isolation (they are

Indoor LTE coverage.

cent—said they believe that a

per cent of respondents feel that

close to the overall responses in

market exists to support special-

the mobile operator might not be

any case). On our one to seven

to what extent they agreed with

ist indoor LTE service providers.

the natural owner of indoor LTE

scale, where seven represented

a number of statements related

This number was even higher, at

infrastructure.

“extremely challenging”, 24.3

to indoor LTE, indicating their

per cent of operator respondents

strength of feeling on a one to

unsurprisingly more defensive

gave a score of six or seven to

seven scale where seven repre-

of tradition, with 75.1 per cent

the statement: “It is unclear who

sented strongly agree. In one of

remain with some form of net-

saying network operators

is the most appropriate owner of

the survey’s most surprising re-

work operator, according to 65

should own indoor infrastruc-

indoor infrastructure”.

sults, more than 30 per cent of

per cent of respondents (see fol-

ture. Again, though, the remain-

lowing page). Meanwhile 17.5 per

der is significant. One quarter

ingly, 20.4 per cent of operator

or seven rating to the assertion

cent felt that it was appropriate

of operator respondents are

respondents felt similarly

that regulators need to do more

for building owners to own indoor

thinking along different lines.

strongly that operators don’t

to force operators to improve

understand enough about

indoor network performance.

57 per cent, for the overall base
of respondents.
That said, responsibility should

LTE infrastructure, 6.5 per cent

Operator respondents were

This was further reinforced

Perhaps even more surpris-

Respondents were also asked

operator respondents gave a six

the building occupant and 11 per

when we asked respondents to

indoor network design. Mean-

cent the provider of fibre to the

rate a number of factors acting

while 23.2 per cent gave the

change then perhaps technology

building. While we might expect

as inhibitors on indoor LTE

same weighting to the fact that

will. Almost 40 per cent of opera-

a majority to support the tradi-

coverage deployment. Here it is

ready availability of wifi means

tor respondents (and 36.4 per

If regulators don’t force

Which of the following best describes operators’ approach to indoor LTE
coverage in your market?
They are focused primarily on
meeting geographical rather
than indoor coverage requirements

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for
public buildings (malls, stadiums etc)

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for all users

48.7%

22.7%

Telecoms.com Intelligence Industry Survey 2014

16.5%

12%

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for
enterprise customers

37

INDOOR LTE COVER AGE

cent of respondents overall) gave

quality indoor LTE coverage.

a six or seven rating to the ex-

This section of the survey

mance of LTE networks within

of provision are best suited to

buildings is going to become in-

solving the indoor problem. And

pectation that the deployment of

showed that there is considerable

creasingly important to users and

it is rare indeed to hear of opera-

VoLTE will drive improvement in

open-mindedness within the in-

by extension to operators looking

tors openly calling for greater

indoor LTE coverage. Unsurpris-

dustry about how improvements

to provide those users with a ser-

regulatory pressure in any area of

ingly there was also a consensus

in indoor coverage should be

vice. But not all operators seem

their business. This is a space to

that enterprises require high

managed. Clearly the perfor-

to believe that traditional models

watch with interest. n

The following proportion of
respondents agreed strongly (rated
their agreement six or seven out of
seven) with these statements:

To what extent do you agree with the following
statements regarding indoor coverage
in your market

3.9%

(1 – 7, where 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree,
is strongly agree)
11.1% 12.0%

20.1%

25.1%

20.2%

Widespread availability of wifi means
there is no urgent need for indoor LTE

7.6%

5.6%

Indoor coverage is still designed predominantly to deliver basic
voice connectivity

11.4%

12.3%

20.6%

19.0%

19.1%

There is an absence of proven specialist
infrastructure solutions
Operators don’t understand enough
about indoor network design

11.9%

It is unclear who is the most appropriate
owner of indoor infrastructure

1.3%

4.5%

Regulators need to do more to force operators to improve indoor
network performance

9.0%

19.0%

23.9%

14.3%

28.0%

It is very important for enterprises to have high bandwidth cellular
connectivity within their premises

Who should own indoor LTE
infrastructure?
80

75.1%

respondents overall
operator respondents

70

65.0%

5.0%

1.7%

60

10.5%

20.2%

26.2%

25.6%

10.8%

The deployment of VoLTE will drive improvements in indoor LTE
network performance.

50
40

4.8%

30

9.6%

14.1%

22.9%

18.6%

20.5%

High quality indoor coverage is more important than rural
geographical coverage

9.5%

20
11.4%
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2

3

4

5

6

7

9.0% 11.0%

10
4.5%
0

1

17.5%

Network
operator

Building
owner

6.5%

Building
occupant

Provider of fiber
to the building
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